FOOD AND WINE PAIRING
GEORGIAN WHITES
Tsitska
Goes well with sh
dishes, salads and green
beans with walnuts.

Georgian Sparkling Wines
They can be served as an aperitif. Brut and aged sparking wines are perfect
when paired with salmon, caviar and oysters. A semi-dry spakling wine goes well
with sushi, raw salmon, unseasoned sh,
fruits and avocado salad. As to the Rosé
sparkling wines, they pair nicely with light
desserts. Matching Sparkling Georgian
Wine with the dishes that have garlic or
pepper seasoning or even with chocolate
is not recommended.

Krakhuna
It is the most pronounced and
distinctive Imeretian white wine.
It pairs with lamb dishes such as
Imeruli Chaqapuli as well as
goes well with spit-roasted
chicken, also with boiled tongue,
cold poultry meat salads and
chicken with white wine sauce.

Rkatsiteli
Makes an universal match.
European style Rkatsiteli's
pairs with a wide range of
dishes. It usually goes well
with simple dishes, various
cheeses, potato dishes,
salads, meat soups, green
beans, Khachapuri
(cheese- lled bread) and
pies.

Ratschuli (Tsulukidze's) Tetra
It goes well with vegetable pies, Khachapuri
(cheese- lled bread) and Chanterelle mushrooms
in walnut sauce.

Tsinandali
Unoaked Tsinandali goes best with
chicken salads, hard cheeses,
crab and with seafood. It also
pairs with boiled sh and white
meat of turkey and chicken. Oakaged Tsinandali goes well with
ham, seasoned trout, roasted
chicken and turkey, aslo with beef
brain dishes.

Tvishi
Like other
semi-sweet whites,
Tvishi pairs with fruits,
fruit salads, almonds, biscuits, light
cakes, Panettone, boiled corn,
pumpkin, Korkoti (whole wheat
dish) and cold melon.

Mstvane Kakhuri, Khikhvi, Kisi
These European style wines go best with seafood, salads, steamed sh
and goat cheese.

Chinuri and Goruli Mtsvane
They make great wines
as aperitifs. They pair
with green salads, cooked
white meat and sh.

Ice Wine
Even though it is a dessert wine, it also makes
a wonderful wine as an aperitif. It can be
served with classic European foods such as
foie gras or moldy cheeses as well as with
Halva, Rahat Lokum (Turkish Delight), caramel
ice cream and fruit salads.

Tsolikouri
Like Rkatsiteli in the
eastern part of Georgia,
Tsolikouri pairs with a variety
of dishes of Western Georgia,
starting from mchadi (cornbread) and
cheese to leek salad, chicken in plum sauce,
eggplant dish or Khachapuri (cheese- lled bread).
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